LEARNING HEART: Weekly Reflections

The reflections for August are taken from longer articles Daniel wrote for this
website over the years.

Daniel’s Reflection for week beginning 4th August –
A Leap in the Dark – Into the Heart of God.
If we don’t transform our hurts, we project them on to a cycle of negativity. At breakfast one morning during our holidays
my mother told us the dream she has just woken up from; She dies and goes to heaven, dragging two bulging suitcases
labelled “Good Deeds”. She rings the bell of God’s door. No answer. While waiting, she checks her precious baggage,
her passport to heaven. The suitcases seem to have grown smaller. Anxiously she presses the bell again. Still no
answer. Once more she checks her suitcases. They have now disappeared completely. Utterly distraught, she flees in
confusion from the one place she has spent her life trying to reach. As we piled on the marmalade we discussed the
dream. Was it telling our mother that Christian commitment is not about banking up “good deeds” so as to wrest (yet
again) redemption from God? Is it, we wondered, more of a commitment to authenticity? Unhealthy religion can add to
our ambivalence. It can hide us from ourselves and from God. Instead of stripping us bare of our veneer of pride to a
condition of complete simplicity, the external practice of religion places us in the role of the Scribes – undoubtedly dogooders, but who were so proud of their good deeds.
Each morning we need to surrender our lives completely into the heart of God, as a bulb in the dark clay. This surrender
is of the essence of all great faiths. It is the dark leap. It has a raw and scary quality about it. Even Jesus hesitated. Most
of us, too, shy away from such a challenge. Yet without that initial, blind and extreme act of trust, repeated as often as
possible every day for as long as we live, all other routine rituals and pastoral performances will only, at best, boost our
ego, at worst, poison our soul. Jesus’ words to the Pharisees still chill the hearts of those who are open enough to see
and feel the shocking edge of his sharp insight. He hated clerical hypocrisy. In truth, Jesus had little interest in religion at
all, or in the trappings of it. His passion was for the utter authenticity of people’s lives
There is a costly apprenticeship to discipleship. Thomas Merton once said that he would work with his novices towards
achieving surrender only when they stopped slamming doors. There is little point, he felt, in pondering the heights of
self-transcendence with those who are not yet aware of the first steps into sensitive living. Everyone is equally graced.
Surrendered hearts are found among members of all religions and none. To be sure, we need the Churches. But the
warnings of Jesus must burn in our hearts. The moment the Churches begin to believe in themselves more than in the
Spirit entrusted to them, believing that they are chosen where others are not, then they are confusing institutional elitism
with working for the Kingdom.
Jesus came to reveal the power of true, human love. The surrender to love will never lead us astray. And the power of
that surrender releases the energy of God. St Thérèse of Lisieux never doubted this. She begged to be “overwhelmed
by the flood of God’s grace”.
If anyone surrendered and took Jesus at his word it was St Francis, stripped bare of everything, inside and out. There
is a drastic finality about the surrender of Mother Teresa, Jean Vanier, Gandhi, to reach, touch and comfort the “little
ones” of the Kingdom. And likewise with all the saints we notice around us every day, who quietly surrender their lives
in the call of loving service. Whether we are Carmelites living our days and nights in silence, or Princes of the Church
spending our time defending the faith, or daily Mass-goers, or the millions who never darken the door of a religious
institution, it is the same journey for all – the journey of love, the call to surrender, the breaking
down of our thinly disguised appetite for power, prestige and possessions, the awareness of our hidden jealousy, petty
resentment and ever so-subtle pride.
Every human saint, religious or not, will have moved beyond the “pursuit of perfection stage”, the reward/ punishment
incentive, into another place less limited by flawed motivation and religious constraints. We have to spring the traps of
unredeemed religious expectation, where most of us are unknowingly held, before another horizon swings into view.
“Out beyond right and wrong there’s a field,” wrote Rumi. “I’ll meet you there.” Only surrender! “If you trust the river of
life,” wrote Krishnamurti, “the river of life has an astonishing way of taking care of you.” There can be no other way for us
Christians to experience the abundant life before we die; no other way to do God’s will; no other way to be broken and
refashioned like the surrendered Jesus on the terrible Cross; no other way to flesh again the wonderful Word of truth into
our Church, which, in its necessary human fallibility, is always losing its way.
There is something bold and breathtaking in the vision of Jesus. It is to understand this that we are created. And

whatever elitist reasons we may have for our claims to special treatment by the God of truth, without the hard winter of
personal and communal surrender, we will never carry the beginnings of spring or honest light of the summer sun. We
must enter the future fi elds of freedom not proudly through guarded gates with our special passes, but humbly, on our
knees, in a company of fellow failures, quite unable to believe how, in our sins, we are so undeservedly loved and utterly
cherished by a tearful, smiling God; A God who cannot resist the surrendered heart.too often settle again for the victim
role, familiar and deadly.
One of Blake’s most famous engravings is of a young man leaping out of the picture with a great blaze of light behind
him, called The Glad Day. It carries enormous energy and youthful power, as if the youth is leaping right in our face to
ask us what we are up to on this glad day.’
I think of the Morning-Christ wrenching us from the tomb of our nights, bringing us to the threshold of a sweet freedom.
Do you ever move into your glad day with the inner authority of that young man? Or feel in your deepest soul the
fulfilment of your own promise? Ben Okri writes:
Every day is a new day, a new calendar.
You must begin today to remake
Your mental and spiritual world...
Only free people can make a free world.
Infect the world with your light.
Don’t be afraid to love or to be loved.
As within, so without.

